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As the second generation of writers after the second world war in taiwan, Zhong
Tiemin’s vernacular writing is different from his father Zhonglihe’s. He has been
away his homeland-Chinese mainland and has adhered to the field of local
Literature-Meinong for decades. Since the middle of the 1960s, agriculture and
industry have developed with significant unbalance and the agriculture has come to
decline gradually. Facing such phenomenon, with plain and simple writing style,
Zhong Tiemin describes the condition of Meinong people who pursue modernization
but faile in the mode of laying stress on industry at the expense of agriculture and
petty-farmer management in Taiwan. With the depression of traditional agricultural
economy and the outflow of population, the agriculture-oriented value has been
challenged a lot. In addition, the commercialization of land has been in progress and
the special culture of Hakka society has died out gradually. Actually, the agricultural
condition of Meinong reflects the rural reality of Taiwan.
When the countryside went to it’s dusk, Meinong people who had the traditional
of learning put their hope on the way of their children’s reading in order to avoid
working in the field and enjoy the benefits of modernization in urban areas. This kind
of pursuit worsened the educational dilemma, which actually showed the dilemma of
rural development. Then, Zhong Tiemin disclosed this phenomenon.
In order to pursue industrialization and modernization, Taiwan authority put
forward the plan of building Meinong reservoir which would damage the living
environment and Hakka culture of Meinong. Later, with the aim of loving their
hometown and protecting their field, the people in Meinong broke out their anti-
reservoir movement. Zhong Tiemin wrote the “anti-modern” appeal of protecting
hometown in his articles and showed the homeland consciousness of Meinong people
through the description of their hometown construction.
While writing about Meinong in the process of modernization, Zhong Tiemin
concerns the future of Meinong and takes more care of the condition of Meinong















intersection of tradition and modern times. Meanwhile, as a teacher, he has another
perspective of observation. Such caring spirit makes his works full of love and hope
as well as the strength of purifying the mind.
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